Abstract
Introduction
The amount of information on the Web has grown very quickly. The semantics of this information is becoming explicit. Ontologies provide a formal representation of the real world by defining concepts, and the relationships between them. In order to provide semantics to web resources, instances of such concepts and relationships are used to annotate them. These annotations on the resources are the foundation of the Semantic Web. Because of the size of the Web we have to deal with large amounts of knowledge. All this information must be represented and managed efficiently in order to guarantee the feasibility of the Semantic Web. Querying and reasoning on instances of ontologies will make the Semantic Web useful.
Knowledge representation is a well-known problem for artificial intelligence researchers. Explicit semantics is usually defined by means of formal languages. Description Logic (DL) [1] is a family of logical formalisms for representing and reasoning about complex classes of individuals (called concepts) and their relationships (expressed by binary relations called roles). DL formalism allows the description of concepts, relationships and individuals (i.e. the knowledge base), and all of them, together with complex concept formation and concept retrieval and realization, provide a query/reasoning language for the knowledge base. Research in description logic deals with new ways of querying a knowledge base efficiently. On the other hand, knowledge representation research does not deal with large amounts of information, and its results can only be applied to very small knowledge bases (with a small number of instances) and these are not the knowledge bases we expect to find in the Semantic Web. In consequence, reasoning algorithms are not scalable and are usually main memory oriented algorithms. On the other hand, the database research community has successfully developed a wide theory corpus and a mature and efficient technology in order to deal with large, persistent and distributed amounts of information. The integration of the results of both communities is not trivial.
This paper presents a description of seven systems, which use database technology to both represent knowledge persistently and make scalable queries on it, in the Semantic Web context. To do this, we define an evaluation framework describing the features that will be studied for each system.
Preliminaries

Description Logic
Description Logics (DL) are a logical formalism, related to semantic networks and frame systems, for representing and reasoning about complex classes of individuals (called concepts) and their relationships (expressed by binary relations called roles) [1] . Typically, we distinguish between atomic (or primitive) concepts (and roles), and complex concepts defined by using DL constructors. Different DL languages vary in the set of constructors provided. A DL knowledge base has two components: (1) a terminological part (the Tbox) contains a set of concept descriptions and represents the general schema modeling the domain of interest; (2) an assertional part (the Abox) that is a partial instantiation of this schema consisting of a set of assertions either relating individuals to classes, or individuals to each other. Many of the applications only require reasoning in the Tbox, but in an environment like the Semantic Web, we also need Abox reasoning.
Reasoning tasks in a Tbox are [1] : consistency (satisfiability), that checks if knowledge is meaningful; subsumption, that checks whether all the individuals belonging to a concept (the subsumee) also belong to another concept (the subsumer); and equivalence, that checks whether two classes denote the same set of instances. All of these reasoning mechanisms are reducible to satisfiability, as long as a concept language closed under negation is used. Typically, the basic reasoning tasks in an Abox are [1] instance checking, that verifies whether a given individual is an instance of (belongs to) a specified concept; knowledge base consistency, that amounts to verifying whether every concept in the knowledge base admits at least one individual; and realization, which finds the most specific concept an individual object is an instance of.
Recent years have seen significant advances in the design of sound and complete algorithms for DLs. Moreover, systems using these algorithms have also been developed [2] , [3] . Most of these works deal only with Tbox reasoning, but in an environment like the Semantic Web, we also need Abox reasoning. Although some DL systems provide sound and complete Abox reasoning (but unfortunately not scalable) [3] , they provide a very weak Abox query language. Although the RACER system [3] provides a more expressive Abox query language, it is not persistent, that is, the Abox is stored in the main memory and not on disk.
Web Ontology Definition Languages
Ontologies play a crucial role in the future of the web. This has led to the extension of mark-up languages in order to develop ontologies. Examples of these languages are XML-S (http:www.w3.org/XML/Schema), RDF (http://www.w3.org/ RDF) and RDF-S (http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/).
Even with RDF Schema, RDF expressiveness is limited. Still, it provides a good foundation for interchanging data and enabling true Semantic Web languages to be layered on top of it.
Recently, the W3C ontology working group has proposed OWL [4] as an ontology definition language on the Web. From a formal point of view, OWL is equivalent to a very expressive description logic, where an ontology corresponds to a Tbox. This equivalence allows the language to exploit description logic researcher results. Axioms represent reasoning mechanisms supported by the language. OWL is an extension of RDF-S vocabulary. OWL provides two sub-languages: OWL Lite for simple applications and OWL-DL, that represents the sub-set of language equivalents to description logic SHOIN (D), whose reasoning mechanisms are quite complex. The complete language is called OWL full.
Motivation
Our research objective is to study different storage models for OWL ontologies. Efficient Storage models for these ontologies are necessary for the future of the Semantic Web, because applications in this area will need to perform complex queries 1 2 and complex Abox reasoning mechanisms It is logical to think that applications in the Semantic Web will need to infer new knowledge from the explicit knowledge defined not only in the Tbox (ontology structure) but specially in the Abox (ontology instances). The complex reasoning mechanisms that should be implemented for the Semantic Web applications will need an optimized storage model in order to be efficient and scalable. This storage model will be disk oriented and not main memory oriented in order for it to be scalable. Therefore, we must define knowledge storage methods which go beyond a simple correspondence with a database logical schema. That is, it is necessary to define both a physical knowledge representation and access paths (indexes) in order to access the knowledge efficiently. We believe this to be an open research issue that should be studied. Unfortunately, the application 1 Complex queries in the description logic context, i.e. database stile queries. Here a query means retrieving instances that satisfy certain (complex) restrictions or qualifications and hence are of interest to a user. This goes beyond conjunctive queries. 2 Please note that both semantics and evaluation mechanisms for queries in the description logic contex are quite different from the corresponding ones in a database context.
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of database technology to reason with instances of OWL ontologies is not a trivial matter. Databases work with a closed-world assumption, while ontology systems apply an open-world assumption. In a database, instances are accepted only if they fully comply with the definitions and constraints stated in the schema, while ontology systems accept instances as long as they do not explicitly contradict the knowledge already in the ontology, without requiring that all expected data be present. This must be taken into account in order to implement the reasoning mechanisms using database technology. The objective of this paper is to get a state of the art with respect to the knowledge (represented by means of ontologies) storage and query. Specifically, we are interested in systems that use database technology to both represent knowledge persistently and make scalable queries on it, in the Semantic Web context. Nevertheless, we are not interested in the systems performance, nor in comparing them as regards which has better performance. Our main objective is to know what is done up to the point of persistent storage and scalable queries on the Semantic Web. Thus, we will be able to identify problems and solutions.
Since RDF is the first ontology definition language, and its syntax is XML-based, several tools for storing RDF have been presented. We will describe some of them, because they are the first approaches for storing and querying ontologies. Our final objective is to study tools that store OWL, because this language is becoming standard and because it is much more expressive than RDF. Furthermore, most of the RDF storage approaches are being extended to support OWL storage. However, this language is sufficiently complex to deserve special attention. OWL is not only an RDF extension. Its correspondence with a very expressive description logic provides the language with specific features and with complex reasoning mechanisms. Therefore, we believe that extended RDF storage mechanisms will not be enough.
Evaluation Framework
In this section we present the evaluation framework that has been defined. The aim of the framework is to compare different tools that store RDF and OWL. In order to describe these tools, we will use the following criteria.
Ontology definition language: The ontology definition language determines expressiveness to represent knowledge. Although this paper focuses on RDF and OWL storage, some tools store sub-languages of them; therefore expressiveness depends on the language operators that are supported.
Storage model: Most of the tools use relational technology to provide ontology persistence. We will study whether the ontology structure (Tbox) is stored, and specially, if a Query language: A Semantic Web query language should have features such as scalability and efficiency over distributed and massive storage data. We will also study which kinds of queries are allowed; that is, query language expressiveness.
Reasoning mechanisms: It is particularly interesting to study the reasoning mechanism that each tool supports, and how they are implemented. We will study the Tbox reasoning mechanism, but our main interest is the Abox reasoning mechanism assuming that the Abox is stored on disk (i.e. in a database), that is, not stored in the main memory.
The previous description defines the different categories and sub-categories that will be used to describe and compare the different tools analyzed. Figure 1 shows the defined evaluation taxonomy.
RDF Storage
4.1.1 SESAME [5] is an open source java framework for storing, querying and reasoning with RDF and RDF Schemas.
Ontology Definition Language. Ontologies are described using RDF.
Storage Model. Sesame allows us to store RDF in several storage systems (Sesame repository) providing an API, called SAIL. SAIL abstracts from the storage format used (i.e. whether the data is stored in an RDBMS, in memory or in files). Regarding databases, Sesame provides three implementations. In a first approach an ORDBMS has been used as a storage system, implemented using PostgreSQL. Later, a second approach using a relational database has been developed, and is implemented using MySQL. These
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Query Language. The query language is RDQL [6] , whose syntax is similar to SQL (it is therefore easy to use), and SeRQL (that is currently being developed). Nevertheless, queries are translated to the query language of the corresponding storage device using the API. Therefore, it is not the storage device that performs the query, but the Sesame query engine.
Reasoning Mechanisms. Sesame supports RDF schema inferencing by simply adding all implicit information to the repository as well when data is being added. Furthermore, tables to store property domains and ranges are defined to allow some inferences. For example, if we define a property instance P(x,y), we are able to infer that x is an instance of the class defined as domain of P, and y is an instance of the class defined as range of P. Inferencing depends on the repository being used. Not all the supported repositories allow inferencing. [7] is an open source project, implemented using java, which provides an API for manipulating RDF graphs. RDF ontologies are managed as graphs within the system. Jena provides some tools, such as a XML/RDF parser, a query language, and a storage module. Jena2 [8] is the second generation of Jena, and resolves Jena problems related to the ontologies storage.
JENA
Storage Model. RDF graphs can be stored in the main memory or in a database. It is up to the user to decide where. RDF graph persistence is implemented by means of a relational database, and they are accessed using JDBC. The API supports several database management systems, like PostgresSQL, MySQL, Oracle, but it can be easily extended to support other management systems. Jena2 presents a denormalized storage schema.
Query Language. The Jena query language is also RDQL.
Reasoning Mechanisms. RDQL does not support reasoning mechanisms. However, the sentences describing that a class is a sub-class of another class are stored in the database. Therefore, it is possible to compute the class hierarchy. On the other hand, Jena2 supports inference. The inference subsystem is designed to allow a range of inference engines or reasoners to be plugged into Jena. Jena2 includes a number of predefined reasoners 3 . Transitive reasoner, which implements the transitive and symmetric properties of the classes/properties hierarchy. RDFS reasoner, which implements almost all the RDFS entailments. Generic rule reasoner which supports rule-based inference over RDF graphs and provides forward chaining, backward chaining and a hybrid execution model. And an OWL, OWL mini, OWL micro reasoners, which are incomplete implementations of OWL/lite. [9] is an open source infrastructure for managing ontologies. KAON provides an API that uncouples users from ontologies' persistent storage system. This API allows access to ontologies stored in a relational database.
KAON
Ontology Definition Language. The KAON ontology query language is based on RDF. It contains some extensions, such as symmetric properties, transitive properties, inverse properties, modularization (reuse of concepts defined by other ontologies), meta-modeling (concepts that are instances of meta-concepts), and a lexical layer (information about ontology entities defined by the ontology itself). These extensions provide the language with part of the OWL expressiveness. Furthermore, defining properties as symmetric, transitive and inverse allows inferring instances of the properties non-explicitly defined.
Storage Model. The Engineering Server is the API implementation that uses an ontology scalable representation in a relational database to store KAON ontologies. The server is optimized for KAON ontologies. These influence both the database's physical structure and API operations implementation. For example, the API supports transactional concept creation and deletion. Therefore, the database's physical schema contains a fixed number of tables (needed for transactional operations), and not one table for each concept or property, as in other approaches.
Query Language. The KAON query language is in an experimental phase. The system provides a conceptual query language based on two main features: (1) Ontologies are interconnected object graphs; therefore navigation is the best way to explore them. (2) Ontologies are concepts and properties, which is why the queries' objective must be to define new concepts (intentional) and new properties (intentional). The language is based on the description logic systems philosophy. In fact, the KAON query language is a description logic extended with some features needed to perform queries in a practical way, like the possibility of applying functions to concepts and properties. The language allows queries over both RDF schema and RDF data. Queries are translated to Datalog and they are evaluated in a deductive database.
Reasoning Mechanisms. Reasoning mechanisms are implemented by the query language. They allow inferring instances from transitive, symmetric and inverse properties. This inference is handled by the API, processing the query and translating it to Datalog. [10] is an open source, massively scalable, purpose-built database for the storage and retrieval of metadata. Therefore, it can be used to store and retrieve RDF. This repository can be used as a repository for the aforementioned systems. For example, it provides an API for RDQL, Jena, etc.
Kowari
Ontology Definition Language. Kowari supports RDF storage and retrieval.
Storage Model. Kowari is not based on a relational database, it is a complete new database optimized for metadata management. Kowari is totally implemented in Java. It is optimized for storing short subject-predicate-object statements, providing native RDF support. The Statement Store stores statements as "quads" consisting of subject, predicate, object and meta nodes. The first three items, from a standard RDF statement and the meta node describes which RDF model the statement appears in. More details about the Kowari storage model are given in [10] . Kowari also implements AVL indexes to improve queries that constraints one or more element of a triple (or quad if model information is added to a triple).
Query Language. Kowari implements a simple SQLlike query language, the interactive Tucana Query language iTQL [11] . This language allows the creation of RDF models, the insertion or deletion of RFD statements in those models and the querying of results. iTQL supports queries based in constraint that limits individual subject-predicateobjetc triples, to specified patterns. Reasoning Mechanisms. Although is possible to implement almost all OWL constructors using iTQL, it is still ongoing work. Currently, it is possible to compute the class/property hierarchy.
OWL Storage
DLDB
[12] is a knowledge base that extends a relational database management system (RDBMS) with additional capabilities for making inferences. The main objective of this system is to study how description logic reasoning mechanisms can be combined with an RDBMS, in order to support extensional queries over OWL-DL documents.
Ontology Definition Language. The language used to define ontologies is OWL-DL. Nevertheless, the proposed storage method is for RDF. Storage Model. Ontologies are stored using Microsoft Access as RDBMS. Specifically, the system stores RDF in a relational database. Ontologies are stored creating a table for each class or property definition. The class hierarchy is stored in the system using views. The view of a class is defined recursively, and consists of the union of its table and all the views of its direct sub-classes. Therefore, the view of a class includes the instances of that class plus the inferred instances using the taxonomic reasoning mechanism. The sub-property relationship is stored in a similar way. The system is optimized for medium size ontologies (hundreds of classes and properties).
Query Language.
The system provides an API, implemented in java, to query the database. It supports conjunctive queries in a format similar to KIF (http://www.cs.umbc.edu/kse/kif/kif101.shtml). The query is translated to SQL and is sent to the database using JDBC. The query is evaluated by the RDBMS that returns the results.
Reasoning Mechanisms. The reasoning mechanisms are implemented using the FaCT reasoner [2] coupled to the RDBMS. FaCT only supports Tbox reasoning; therefore DLDB only implements those reasoning mechanisms that can be reduced to concept subsumption (concept and property taxonomy reasoning). These reasoning mechanisms are implemented by pre-computing the class/property hierarchy and storing it in the database using views. Using FaCT, we obtain the sub-classes/sub-properties of a given class/property needed to generate the views. The system does not support other OWL-DL reasoning mechanisms, such as inverseOf, equivalentClass, hasValue, etc.
DLP implementation system (DLP-IM)
[13] is a proposal for combining rules with ontologies in the Semantic Web. It is based on logical databases, since they provide a declarative knowledge representation language and persistent data storage. DLP define a mapping between a description logic (DL) subset and logic programs (LP). This intersection between DL and LP, called DLP (Description Logic Programs), covers RDF schema completely, and part of OWL. In [14] an alternative mapping with less computational complexity is presented. This approach allows for greater representation flexibility. Following the nomenclature defined in [14] , we refer to the first correspondence as direct correspondence and to the second one as meta correspondence. In [14] is also presented a system implementing DLP.
Ontology Definition Language. Ontologies are described by a subset of OWL, the subset that has a correspondence with LP.
Storage Model. Ontologies are stored by translating them to LP. In direct correspondence, each class or prop-erty definition corresponds to a rule, and each class or property instance to a fact. In meta correspondence a meta-level is defined. Class and property names are meta-predicates. This meta-level consists of a set of facts representing the ontology content. The storage model is determined by Datalog. The system uses the deductive database CORAL [15] .
Query Language. The query language is Datalog. Reasoning Mechanisms. The reasoning mechanisms are those translatable to Datalog rules. Some Abox reasoning mechanisms that are relevant for Semantic Web applications are implemented by translating them into datalog rules. For example, intersection, union, range (If an instance I is in the range of a relation with a range restriction on a class C, then I is an instance of C) and domain (If an instance I is in the domain of a relation with a domain restriction on class C, then I is an instance of C). [16] is an approach to a restricted form of Abox reasoning that combines a description logic reasoner with a database. The Instance Store can only deal with free-role Aboxes, ie Aboxes that do not contain any axioms asserting role relationships between pairs of individuals.
Instance Store (IS)
Ontology Definition Language. Ontologies are described using OWL.
Storage Model. Instance Store only offers persistence to the Abox. Abox assertions are stored in a relational database. An identifier (ids) is assigned to each description (concept) and a table stores individuals and the ids of their associated description. Another table contains description ids and all the primitive concepts in the ontology which subsume them. The primitive concepts which are equivalent to, parent of and child of a given description are also stored in a table.
Query Language. Instance Store provides an API written in Java. This API contains a retrieval method that retrieves all the instances of a given concept. The query is translated to SQL and is sent to the relational database.
Reasoning Mechanisms. Instance Store does not provide Tbox reasoning mechanisms. That is, it is not possible to reason about the structure of the ontology. The only Abox mechanism is, as we said above, instance retrieval.
Discussion
In the past few years there has been a growing interest in the development of systems for storing large amounts of knowledge in the Semantic Web. Initially, these systems were oriented to RDF storage. Nowadays, research is oriented to massive OWL storage. This paper presents a description of seven systems that store large amounts of knowledge in a persistent way. The description of the systems is based on several features, namely the ontology definition language, storage model, query language and the reasoning mechanisms that they support. With respect to ontology definition language expressiveness, most of the systems use RDF. In some cases, RDF is extended with additional features for the properties, such as transitivity, symmetry, etc. The most recent systems use OWL as the ontology definition language, and all systems will tend to do so in the future.
If we observe the storage model, all systems choose a database which will ensure the persistence of the knowledge, and the scalability to the queries on this knowledge. However, the logical models that represent the ontologies are not completely refined, and are usually naive representations of the Tbox. Kowari is the only one that uses a native storage for RDF ontologies. Furthermore, no systems (except Kowari) take into account the physical representation of the knowledge base, and thus do not choose the best storage structures or an efficient access path (indexes). Kowari uses AVL index enhancing the idea of creating specific indexes to improve the performance of a specific reasoning mechanism.
The query languages usually allow both terminological and assertional queries. A few of them, like RQL, allow the combination of both kinds of queries, but in a limited way. Query languages are usually translated to SQL or Datalog. Therefore, query efficiency drops as regards translation quality, and scalability is delegated to the (object)relational database management systems or to the Datalog evaluation engine. No instance distribution is considered by any system (Kowari is being extended in this way), and this is a very important issue in the Semantic Web context. This means that the described systems do not consider that the ontologies and their instances can be stored in several repositories and not in only one. Query languages and reasoning mechanisms implementation will be different in each case.
All systems, except Jena, include concept subsumption as an intentional reasoning mechanism. Most recent systems allow more advanced intentional reasoning mechanisms. DLDB allows being supported by FaCT, which is the reasoner used. DLP-IM allows mechanisms that can be directly translated to Datalog, which is the evaluation engine used. All systems provide an instance retrieval mechanism, but some of them include more complicated extensional reasoning mechanisms. Sesame allows reasoning from the property domains or ranges. KAON allows the inference of instances from properties using their transitive and symmetric features, and Jena2 includes several reasoners. The most relevant are the three micro OWL reasoners. Once again DLP-IM delegates extensional reasoning to mechanisms that can be implemented by Datalog rules. With respect to reasoning mechanism implementation, we find many heterogeneous options. Sesame represents the ontology structure in the database, which allows it to implement some reasoning mechanisms, (ie. concept subsumption), as queries, but inferencing depends on whether the selected repository supports it. KAON and Instance Store implement the reasoning mechanism by means of an API, Jena2 implements small reasoners that can be plugged into Jena. DLDB uses an external reasoner (FaCT), and DLP-IM delegates everything to the datalog engine. Some other systems or proposal have not been described in the paper, but they present some features that should be emphasized. OWLIM [17] is an implementation of the Sesame SAIL API which performs OWL-DL reasoning (the rest of the Sesame framework does not change). It supports symetricProperty, TransitiveProperty, inverseOf, equivalentProperty, sameAs, FunctionalProperty, and inverseFunctionalProperty. This represents an important advance for these kinds of systems. SWI-Prolog [18] is a proposal for storing RDF by translating it into a Prolog list of triples. This allows us to implement Abox reasoning mechanisms, but the system uses main memory and not a database. Thus, we do not consider it in our study.
Conclusions and Future Works
Nowadays, Semantic Web researchers are aware of the necessity of providing persistent and scalable tools for storing and querying large amounts of knowledge. This knowledge is defined by means of ontologies, which are expected to be large and with a large amount of instances. Furthermore, a common opinion is that database research results have to be taken in account. In fact, many systems with this purpose have been developed using database technology. We can summarize this trend as follows. We can observe three approaches to addressing the problem. On one hand, the use of relational technology in order to store the Abox. These proposals normally use an external reasoner to make the inferences, and do not implement complex Abox reasoning mechanisms, or they are not complete. On the other hand, the use of logic programs. This approach uses a mapping between the ontology constructors and predicates and rules in Prolog or Datalog. This allows us to implement complex Abox reasoning mechanisms but some of them do not use persistent storage, and we have no results about the real scalability of the proposal. Finally, a new idea to use native storage is emerging. Currently it is at the initial stages, but we suspect that it would be a new approach worth exploring. Furthermore, the use of very simple indexes to improve the performance of some queries is also beginning to happens.
We believe that the efficient and scalable combination of queries and reasoning in the Semantic Web environment is fundamental for its practical development. We will find a large amount of distributed instances in the Semantic Web. Current reasoners are not prepared for these two things(amount and distribution). In the Semantic Web context, we not only have to deal with the open world assumption; we will find incomplete information that can be partially/temporarily inaccessible. As a result, it will be necessary to develop new specific and complex Abox reasoning mechanisms and a query language, and implement both the mechanisms snd the language efficiently using persistent storage. It is also necessary to define physical storage and access paths that improve the performance of the reasoning mechanisms depending on the necessities of the Semantic Web applications. As future work we are going to define new approaches for storing OWL ontologies based on, but trying to improve upon, the current ones. We also intend to study how the use of physical storage structures and access paths (indexes) can improve the performance of the reasoning. In order to do this, we will study the query/reasoning patterns for all OWL ontologies and for some specific Semantic Web applications. Our final objective is to define a kind of methodology that, given and ontology and the necessities of a concrete application, will help us to select the best storage model.
